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Popular ways of collecting job information for purposes of job analysis are the interview, questionnaires, observation, and participant diary or logs (Dessler, 2004, pp. 114–117). One potential source of job information that has been gaining a lot of research traction lately is the job vacancy (Gallivan, Truex, & Kvasny, 2002; Litecky, Aken, Ahmad, & Nelson, 2010; Smith & Ali, 2014; Sodhi & Son, 2010). A typical job vacancy may contain information related to human requirements, job context, and work activities among others. However, extracting these information types and sorting them to categories from job vacancies are challenging because the vacancies are written in free text and to arrive at a generalizable model one may need to examine thousands of vacancies. Current advances in automated text analysis may be able to offer a helping hand in developing an automatic and accurate procedure for the extraction and classification process.

In this study we explored the use of text mining procedures (Aggarwal & Zhai, 2012) to automatically extract a specific job information type, namely tasks/activities from online nursing job vacancies. We developed the method following the approach outlined in (Solka, 2008) consisting of text preprocessing, feature extraction, application of classification algorithm and classification evaluation. The online job vacancies were provided by an online recruitment agency called Monster1. For each job vacancy, the first step is to remove unnecessary elements such as HTML tags (since the original vacancies are in HTML format). Only the free text of the job description were considered in the succeeding analyses. The output from this step is the job vacancy containing only the relevant text. The text is then fed to a sentence segmentor where individual sentences are extracted. The sentence segmentor is a rule based segmentation algorithm. The rules were logical if-then statements that were constructed to detect sentence boundaries. For example, if there is a line break (or a newline character) between two successive words then separate the two words; one word goes to one sentence and the other to another sentence. Identifying individual sentences in the German language is quite similar in the English language, thus, we borrowed some rules from the English language (e.g. sequence of period, space, and upper case letter signifies the end of one sentence and the beginning of the next). Moreover, we introduced specific rules that are idiosyncratic to job vacancies such as taking into account the enumeration of required tasks.

Each sentence is then represented based on the vector-space model (Salton, Wong, & Yang, 1975). In this representation, words are treated as the features and sentences are represented as vectors in which the elements are the weights of the individual words.

1 http://www.monsterboard.nl/
The weights can be a simple 1 or 0, where the value is 1 if the word occurs in that sentence and 0 if not. In this study we chose the raw frequency as the weight, i.e. the raw count of words in each sentence. In this approach we treated the sentences as being independent from each other for simplicity. Since a labelled data set is needed for the training, we prepared a training corpus by manually labeling a number of sentences (approximately 2000 sentences). Each sentence is labelled with 1 if the sentence expresses job activity and 0 if not. Before we run classification algorithms we applied dimensionality reduction techniques. The dimensionality reduction served two main purposes, to merge similar words together (e.g. synonyms) and to reduce the number of features. Three techniques were tested, namely, Latent Semantic Analysis, thresholding based on term frequency–inverse document frequency (Tf-Idf), and Random Projection. The technique based on Tf-Idf does not really merge features but can nevertheless eliminate non-relevant features. The best dimensionality reduction was chosen by running Support Vector Machines (SVM) on the reduced feature set from each technique. The reduced feature set that resulted to the highest precision and recall on SVM was the final set of features used in the classification step. We selected precision and recall as performance metrics instead of the standard accuracy since the proportions of sentences in the categories are not balanced. In our training data, only 7% of the sentences are labelled as tasks.

We then run three text classification algorithms, namely, Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, and Naïve Bayes (Duda, Hart, & Stork, 2001) on the training corpus (with the reduced feature set). Instead of considering the prediction of each classifier, we found out that we got a better performance if we combine the predictions of the three classifiers. We combined their prediction through a majority vote. The combination of classification plus the dimensionality reduction constitute the classification model. We evaluated the model using 10 fold cross-validation.

Results from applying the three dimensionality reduction techniques is shown in Figure 2. The bar chart shows the comparison of Precision and Recall among the three techniques trained using Support Vector Machines. The three techniques have comparable Precision but LSA has the lowest recall. This means that LSA failed to detect many task sentences (i.e. many false negatives). This is to be expected since LSA generally does not work well with short sentences. Consequently, the choice was focused between Random Projection and Tf-Idf thresholding. Both have comparable performance in terms of the Precision and Recall but we preferred Random Projection due to the resulting reduction of the number of features. Using Tf-Idf thresholding we retained around 10,000 of the original features whereas Random Projection gave only 500 features. Note that we can vary the number of features for the Random Projection as this is usually set by the researcher. In our case, 500 features were enough to generate an acceptable performance. Thus, the final number of features was 500 which was an almost 13,000 reduction from the original. We then run the three classification models on the reduced data set and obtained the results as presented Figure 3. Naïve Bayes has the least performance. As can be seen from the figure, the voting approach that combined the predictions of the other three classifiers has yield the highest recall while maintaining precision. From the
results, the best model is the one that uses Random Projection for dimensionality reduction and instead of using just the individual prediction of the standard classifiers we combine them in a voting approach.

We then applied the classification on unlabelled sentences (numbering to 18,000). There were 2000 new tasks added after applying the model on unlabelled sentences. The prediction of the model was validated by having an expert check the correctness of the labels. Based on the input of the expert we reran the model and obtained new parameters. We ran several iterations of training and expert validation until no further improvement was obtained. The final precision was 80%. This implies that 80% of the sentences identified as tasks by the classifier are true tasks as validated by an expert.

The final step was to cluster (Jain, Murty, & Flynn, 1999) the extracted task sentences in order to get a more compact list of nursing job tasks and also to merge duplicated tasks. The clusters were obtained using topic modeling. We run Latent Dirichlet Allocation model (Blei, Ng, & Jordan, 2003) and constructed around 100 topics and each sentence was assigned to each topic. Here the topics were considered as the clusters. The constructed clusters were subsequently examined by an expert to further investigate whether it is still possible to merge clusters or break-up some clusters. We want to ensure that the clusters are as homogenous as possible. Moreover, the expert assigned cluster names which represent the general type of task in each cluster. Examples of labels include Basic Care, Medical Care, Internal Management, and Teamwork. The task clusters will be further validated by including them in a survey which aims to compare
nursing tasks obtained from traditional job analysis and tasks from text mining. As of writing the survey is still on-going.

![Figure 3. Comparison of four classifiers on the nursing task extraction. The voting approach combined the predictions of the other three classifiers using majority voting.](image)

Based on the study, we find that applying text mining with expert validation on nursing job vacancies can offer an alternative, fast and efficient way of extracting job information. Also, the classification model is straightforward to apply in practice. The results are useful for a number of purposes such as job analysis for the nursing profession and for designing recruitment strategies. One lesson from this research is the importance of employing experts (e.g. job experts and job holders) in the model tuning loop since as we have found out, the precision from the training could be high but when applied to unseen sentences there was a sizable reduction in the precision. During training we got a precision of 90% but when applied to unseen sentences we got only 70%. Expert contributed about 10% improvement in the performance of the classification model.

We identified a number of limitations for our current approach. First we assumed that sentences were independent from each other. This is definitely not the case since at least sentences that come from the same vacancy must be somewhat related. Moreover, we found out that in many vacancies, task sentences are usually written close to each other. Another limitation is in the choice of features, we only considered word-based features though in our investigation we observed that structural and grammatical based features have the potential to substantially enhance the classification performance. Example is, task sentences are usually longer compared to non-task sentences and task sentences usually have more verbs than non-task sentences. Aside from the technical concerns, there is also the challenge of validating the extracted tasks. As of the moment we are dealing only with content validity by having subject matter experts assess the output of the classification, however, it is also desirable to address predictive validity. In the future we will deal with questions such as: How can these information about nursing tasks could better prepare aspiring nurses for this profession? These and other limitations gave us insight on how we can improve the models in the next iteration.
We plan to continue improving the classifier by relaxing the independence assumption for the sentences and exploring algorithms that incorporate order of sentences as they are written in the vacancies (e.g. HMM, CRF). We are convinced that the order by which sentences are written in the vacancies definitely play a role in what type of job information is expressed in each sentence. We also plan to explore other strategies for combining the prediction of individual classifiers and try approaches in semi-supervised learning for dealing with the limited number of labelled data.
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